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Purpose- The paper focuses on the quality of the connections (linkset) among thesauri published as
Linked Data on the Web. It extends the cross-walking measures with two new measures to evaluate
the enrichment brought by the information reached through the linkset (lexical enrichment, browsing
space enrichment). It fosters the adoption of cross-walking linkset quality measures besides the wellknown and deployed cardinality-based measures (linkset cardinality, linkset coverage).
Design/Methodology/Approach- The paper applies the linkset measures to the Linked Thesaurus
fRamework for Environment (LusTRE). LusTRE is selected as testbed as it is encoded using Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) published as Linked Data, and it explicitly exploits the
cross-walking on its validated linksets.
Findings- The application on LusTRE offers an insight of the complementarities among the considered
linkset measures. In particular, it shows that the cross-walking measures deepen the cardinality-based
measures analysing quality facets that were not previously considered. The actual value of LusTRE’s
linksets regarding the improvement of multilingualism and concept spaces is assessed.
Research limitations/implications- The paper considers skos:exactMatch linksets, which belong to a rather specific but a quite common kind of linkset. The cross-walking measures explicitly
assume correctness and completeness of linksets. Third party approaches and tools can help to meet
the above assumptions.
Originality/value- This paper fulfils an identified need to study the quality of linksets. Several approaches evaluate Linked Data quality focusing on dataset quality but disregarding the other essential
component: the connections among data.
Keywords: Quality; Linkset; SKOS; Linked Data; Environmental Thesauri; Cross-walking.
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1. Introduction
In the paper "Linked Data - The Story So Far", Bizer et al. (2009) were among the first
to take a picture of the enormous transformation of the Web of Document into the Web of
Data. Since then, the Linked Data popularity has never ceased to grow. Linked Data aims
at disclosing the potential of independently served data dealing with access and integration
issues. It publishes documents encoded using Resource Description Framework (RDF),
but also "uses RDF to make typed statements that link arbitrary things in the world. The
result, which we will refer to as the Web of Data, may more accurately be described as
a web of things in the world, described by data on the Web" (Bizer et al., 2009). Linked
Data allows RDF data to be published, shared, retrieved, reused and analysed unlocking the
existing data silos to a broader community of consumers. RDF provides a graph-based data
model based on triples in the form of subject, predicate, object (Schreiber and Raimond,
2014). Both data and links among data are expressed with triples. Linked Data relies on
two fundamental Web technologies: the Internationalized Resource Identifiers (IRIs[1] ) and
the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), which are respectively deployed as the global
identifiers and as the protocol to dereference the information that is associated with each
identifier. Following Linked Data principles[2] several billions of facts encoded in RDF
triples have been published in the Linked Open Data (LOD) Cloud[3] .
This vast quantity of newly available and connected datasets is transforming the Web
into a global data space enabling new types of analysis and applications in diverse domains
including Life Science, Government, Environment, and Cultural Heritage. At the same
time, the evaluation of the quality of these newly served data becomes critical. "Data quality
can affect the potentiality of the applications that use data. As a consequence, its inclusion
in the data publishing and consumption pipelines is of primary importance" (Calegari et al.,
2017). The challenge is twofold: to evaluate the quality of the data on the Web and to make
quality-related information explicit, understandable and consumable to both humans and
machines.
Several existing initiatives have the goal to define new metrics and to evaluate the quality of Linked Data. The W3C Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV) (Albertoni and Isaac, 2016)
introduces a common way to document the quality of a dataset, making easier to publish,
exchange and consume quality metadata. Recent works such as Zaveri et al. (2016); Debattista et al. (2016b); Radulovic et al. (2018); Kontokostas et al. (2014) consider different
aspects of Linked Data quality, called dimensions, e.g., accessibility, interlinking, performance, syntactic validity or completeness. They define and deploy several concrete metrics
(or measures) to precisely and objectively evaluate each dimension. However, they focus
on Linked Data datasets, reserving very limited attention to their connections, the linksets.
A linkset is a set of homogeneous links, all of the same types and connecting the same
subject dataset to the same object dataset (Alexander et al., 2011). The quality of linksets is studied as part of the interlinking dimension defined in the recent state of the art
(Zaveri et al., 2016). Few metrics are defined to evaluate interlinking, they mainly focus
on correctness (e.g., broken links, open owl:sameAs chains, crowdsourcing method), or
on the number of links (linkset cardinality), or on the extent to which a linkset covers the
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elements of a dataset (linkset coverage) (Guéret et al., 2012; Zaveri et al., 2016; Albertoni
and Gómez Pérez, 2013).
The experience gained creating LusTRE[4] , the multilingual linked thesaurus framework for the environment, has taught us to pay attention to the quality of connections between datasets. LusTRE has been designed during the EU project eENVplus[5] extending
and redesigning the Common Thesaurus Framework for the Environment (De Martino and
Albertoni, 2011). LusTRE faces with cross-lingual and cross-sectoral issues in environmental data sharing: it provides a wide multilingual terminology obtained by linking available thesauri for the different disciplines in the Environment and a set of web services to
exploit them (Albertoni et al., 2018). The eENVplus project has spent considerable efforts
to review the available environmental thesauri checking those not yet available as linked
data (Albertoni et al., 2014a). Then, it has published ThiST[6] and EARTh (Albertoni et al.,
2014b) as Linked Data using the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) (Miles
and Bechhofer, 2009), and connected them to GEMET[7] , AGROVOC (Caracciolo et al.,
2013) and EUROVOC[8] .
In LusTRE, the linksets among the thesauri are particularly important as they are exploited to satisfy user requests. LusTRE enriches user navigations and service results with
translations and concepts which are reachable through the linkset. Thus, the linkset quality becomes a critical issue. Given a linkset between two SKOS thesauri, LusTRE should
evaluate the multilingual enrichment obtained in terms of newly translated labels reachable
through a linkset. This information helps to address the incomplete language coverage issue, which affects many popular SKOS thesauri (Suominen and Mader, 2014). It also needs
to evaluate the number of new concepts reached by crossing a linkset, as this helps to assess
the enrichment of the space of concepts that can be browsed (aka, the thesaurus browsing
space). The existing quality measures do not address the above needs: they mainly focus
on interlinking among datasets made by owl:sameAs relations, and they do not consider
the quantity and the kind of new information reachable through the linkset.
Motivated by these limitations, this paper presents a set of measures to evaluate the
quality of linksets made only by skos:exactMatch links, aka skos:exactMatch
linksets. The skos:exactMatch is the most-commonly used link type in LusTRE. It relates concepts that can be used interchangeably across a wide range of information retrieval
application.
The contributions of the paper are:
• It presents new linkset quality measures: the lexical enrichment and the browsing space enrichment. Such measures calculate the average number of new lexical
values or of new concepts reachable in the object thesaurus per concept of the subject thesaurus. The paper considers such kind of information as the impact on the
subject thesaurus of the new values reached through the linkset. These two measures extend the average linkset importing and the average linkset reachability
presented in our earlier work (Albertoni et al., 2016), which capture the quantity of new information reached crossing the linkset but neglect the impact on the
subject thesaurus. These four measures are classified as cross-walking measures
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since they are based on the quantity and kind of information reached navigating the linkset. They require the correctness of links and also the linkset completeness. Linkset completeness means that any concept in the subject thesaurus
having an exact equivalent concept in the object thesaurus must be involved in a
skos:exactMatch link in the linkset.
• It revises two measures available in literature used to evaluate the linksets in
Linked Data (linkset cardinality, linkset coverage), and it identifies such measures as cardinality-based measures since they are based on the number of links
composing the linkset.
• It applies all the considered linkset quality measures to the linksets of the thesaurus framework LusTRE bringing a two-fold contribution. On the one hand, it
compares the measures discussing their relations. It highlights that cardinalitybased measures often give a very "poor" and sometimes misleading characterization of the quality justifying the need for more accurate investigations by applying
the cross-walking measures. On the other hand, the results of the cross-walking
measures highlight the values of LusTRE’s linksets. They measure the amount of
new information reachable by each linkset as well as the impact that this information has on the subject thesaurus.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the related work on Linked Data quality. Section 3 illustrates all the measures considered for linkset quality. Section 4 describes
the framework LusTRE. Section 5 discusses the results obtained applying the measures to
the LusTRE’s linksets. It discusses the differences and mutual relations among the measures, and it evaluates the LusTRE’s linksets assessing their multilingual and browsing
space improvement. Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work
Data quality assessment is a multidimensional issue affecting data integration, sharing, retrieval and analysis, in fact, as mentioned by Pipino et al. (2002), “if stakeholders assess the
quality of data as poor, their behaviour will be influenced by this assessment”. Al-Hakim
(2006) presents the common notion of data quality as the “fitness for intended use in operations, decision-making, and planning”. It highlights that the quality assessment depends on
general factors, aka dimensions, e.g., accessibility, security, timeliness, consistency, and,
on task-dependent factors related to the consumers’ satisfaction.
Recent initiatives, such as the Data on the Web Best Practices W3C working group,
have pointed out that not only the evaluation of web data quality but also the publication,
exchange and consumption of quality information are crucial (Calegari et al., 2017). To this
aim, the group has developed the Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV) (Albertoni and Isaac,
2016) which is a specific RDF vocabulary to document the quality of data on the web. The
sections below present works specifically related to Linked Data and SKOS.
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2.1. Linked Data quality assessment
The need for Linked Data specific quality assessment methods arises from the amazing
quantity of data published and exchanged on the Web using the Linked Data paradigm
in the last few years (several billion of triples in the LODCloud[9] ). Zaveri et al. (2016)
present a comprehensive review of the approaches that focus on Linked Data, becoming
the landmark of several following papers. Zaveri et al. (2016) borrow the terminology introduced in Bizer and Cyganiak (2009). They identify, with dimensions, the characteristics
of datasets that are relevant to consumers, and with indicators (measure or metric), the procedures for measuring a quality dimension. They analyse 21 existing approaches published
from 2002 to 2014 extracting 18 different quality dimensions and their definition, revising
several metrics for each dimension (69 metrics in total). Radulovic et al. (2018) present a
unified Linked Data quality model according to the terminology described in the ISO standards (ISO/IEC 15939:2007 and ISO/IEC 25010). They extend the work of Zaveri et al.
(2016) presenting a larger set of quality characteristics and measures. They model three
different measurement levels (triple, graph, dataset) and also highlight some interesting relationships between the measures at different levels. They also extend the DQV to capture
quality information specific to Linked Data.
Both the previous works focus on datasets, while linksets are not fully investigated.
On the one hand, Radulovic et al. (2018) do not consider interlinking as a dataset quality
dimension, but they use the measures for interlinking presented in Zaveri et al. (2016) to
evaluate the completeness dimension. On the other hand, Zaveri et al. (2016) define the
quality dimension interlinking as "the degree to which entities that represent the same concept are linked to each other, be it within or between two or more data sources". Moreover,
it is worth to note that the notions of interlink and linkset are closely related but not the
same. A linkset is a set of links which have the same type, from the same subject dataset
to the same object dataset. An interlink is a set of links without any assumption about the
link’s types, where each link might in principle involve distinct datasets.
Guéret et al. (2012) present one of the early works on the assessment of the interlinking dimension. They present three classic network measures (i.e., degree, centrality,
clustering coefficient) and two measures specifically designed for Linked Data (i.e., Open
SameAs chains, and Description Richness). These measures are implemented in the framework LINK-QA for determining whether a set of owl:sameAs links improves the overall
quality of Linked Data. Among the measures, Open SameAs chains are useful for assessing the link correctness while Description Richness simply counts the new RDF triples
reached through owl:sameAs links. The authors admit that classic networks measures
can only partially detect the quality of links, as such measures rely only on the topology of
the network without considering the semantics of links. In particular, these measures evaluate owl:sameAs links without distinguishing the kind of information reached (e.g., if the
triples add lexical terms or entities of specific types). Instead, Albertoni and Gómez Pérez
(2013) focus on linkset quality considering the dimension completeness. They present
novel measures: Linkset Type Coverage and Linkset Entity Coverage for Type evaluating
the coverage of the owl:sameAs linkset on different information in a dataset. However,
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SKOS links such as skos:exactMatch are not explicitly considered.
Part of the literature on Linked Data quality presents automated tools implementing the
existing measures and the applications of such measures to set of Linked Data datasets.
Kontokostas et al. (2014) present RDFUnit, which is a framework that supports a quality
assessment based on test cases encoded as SPARQL queries (Harris and Seaborne, 2013).
However, the quality of interlinking is not specifically addressed in this framework. Two
crowdsourcing-based methodologies and a tool for dataset quality assessment are presented
in Acosta et al. (2013), and Zaveri et al. (2013) respectively, and then, applied to DBpedia. These two works evaluate interlinking only considering the correctness of links. The
framework Luzzu, which is presented by Debattista et al. (2016a), implements the metrics
reviewed by Zaveri et al. (2016) and provides the possibility to add domain specific quality
metrics. It includes a set of comprehensive ontologies for capturing and exchanging data
quality information, and a user-driven quality based weighted ranking algorithm. Finally,
Färber et al. (2018) extend the quality dimensions proposed in Wang and Strong (1996),
with consistency and verifiability, while the accessibility dimension is improved with the
Linked Data specific measures license and interlinking defined in Zaveri et al. (2016). Thus,
according to the 34 data quality criteria existing in the literature, they analyse the datasets
DBpedia, Freebase, OpenCyc, Wikidata, and YAGO proposing a framework which enables
users to find the most suitable dataset for their needs. They measure the interlinking on instance level by calculating the extent to which instances have at least one owl:sameAs
link to external resources, a notion that is similar to the coverage previously discussed.
They also check for the dereferenceability of links’ objects.
2.2. SKOS quality assessment
Several efforts are undertaken to specifically evaluate the quality of the Knowledge Organization Systems (KOSs), such as thesauri. KOSs are very often used to share standard
and scientific/technical terms, also in multiple languages to improve discoverability and semantic interoperability of data among the different communities. For example, AGROVOC
(Caracciolo et al., 2013) is a thesaurus covering all areas of interest of the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations; EARTh (Albertoni et al., 2014b) is a
general-purpose thesaurus for the environment; GACS Core (Baker et al., 2016) provides a
concept scheme, where their most frequently used concepts from agricultural thesauri are
interlinked and integrated.
Lacasta et al. (2016) present a process to automatically analyse the quality of thesauri,
considering in particular Urban and GEMET, according to ISO 25964. They perform lexical and syntactic analysis of the lexical properties (preferred label and description) and
an analysis of the broader/narrower relations. Albertoni et al. (2014a) present a methodological approach based on the 5 Star Linked Data principles to evaluate the reusability of
thesauri. Both the previous works do not consider any quality measures for linksets.
Suominen and Hyvönen (2012) present several quality issues affecting SKOS thesauri,
and they also create and use the Skosify[10] tool to improve the validity of fourteen SKOS
vocabularies automatically correcting the majority of structural problems. Suominen and
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Mader (2014) present 26 quality issues automatically computable together with a set of
heuristics to automatically correct 12 of such issues. They present how to improve the
quality of thesauri, overcoming these issues with quality assessment tools such as qSKOS
(Mader et al., 2012), the PoolParty[11] checker and the quality improvement tool Skosify.
Quarati et al. (2017) propose a methodology to support the context driven quality assessment of the aforementioned issues. The only metrics assessing the interlinking quality are
the out-links and in-links, which do not evaluate the new lexical labels or the new concepts reached through the linkset. Our previous work (Albertoni et al., 2015) presents
a first attempt to evaluate the skos:exactMatch linkset quality between two SKOS
thesauri considering lexical information. The paper focuses on the multilingual gain in
terms of newly translated labels obtained by complementing a SKOS thesaurus through
skos:exactMatch links. To this purpose, the linkset importing measure is presented
and applied to the EARTh’s linksets. In our following work (Albertoni et al., 2016), the
linkset importing has been refined with two new linkset measures: the average linkset importing and the average linkset reachability, which are reused and extended in this paper.
The first measure evaluates the multilingual enrichment obtained by newly translated labels
reachable in the object thesaurus through a linkset. It can help to overcome the incomplete
language coverage issue, that is, when skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel are
provided in all the expected languages only for a subset of the thesaurus concept (Suominen and Hyvönen, 2012). The second one evaluates the number of new concepts reached
in the object thesaurus by crossing a linkset. It can be exploited to evaluate the potential
enrichment of the space of browsable concepts. These average measures are the first evaluating the quantity and the kind of new information reached through the linkset, but they
do not evaluate the quantity of new information available for each concept in the subject
thesaurus.
3. Linkset Quality Measures
This section formalises the linkset quality measures deployed in the rest of this paper. It
recalls the literature definitions for cardinality-based measures: linkset coverage and linkset
cardinality. It introduces four cross-walking measures: the average importing and the average reachability presented in our recent work (Albertoni et al., 2016), and the lexical
enrichment and the browsing space enrichment which are two novel measures complementing the previous.
The measures assess the quality of linksets between thesauri encoded using SKOS.
SKOS is a W3C RDF/OWL vocabulary, which encodes concepts, concepts’ lexical representation and relations. Concepts are identified using URIs and labelled with multilingual lexical labels such as preferred labels (i.e., skos:prefLabel), and alternative labels (i.e., skos:altLabel). Concepts are related to other concepts, for example, they can be organised into hierarchies using the properties skos:broader and
skos:narrower or into association networks using the property skos:related.
SKOS allows expressing different kinds of links among concepts belonging to independently defined thesauri: the property skos:exactMatch links identical concepts,
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Fig. 1. An example of RDF/SKOS thesauri and skos:exactMatch linkset.

the property skos:closeMatch links concepts that almost identical, the properties
skos:broadMatch, skos:narrowMatch, skos:relatedMatch specify other
kinds of matching between concepts.
The paper relies on the notion of linkset provided in the Vocabulary of Interlinked
Datasets (VoID) (Alexander et al., 2011), in which a linkset (L) is a special kind
of dataset containing only RDF links between the void:subjectsTarget and the
void:objectsTarget respectively representing the object and the subject of the
linkset. Each RDF link is an RDF triple (s,p,o), where s and o belong respectively to the
subject and object dataset of the linkset, p is an RDF property that indicates the type of
the link. RDF links of a linkset should all have the same type, otherwise, the linkset should
be split into distinct linksets. In particular, this paper considers skos:exactMatch linksets, which are linksets made only by skos:exactMatch links among SKOS thesauri.
Table 1 grouds some of the basic definitions needed for defining our metrics.
The following sections introduce the cardinality-based measures and the cross-walking
measures.
3.1. Cardinality based measures
The cardinality-based measures evaluate the linkset quality through the number of links
included in the linkset. This work considers the following cardinality-based measures:
• the linkset cardinality, which counts the number of skos:exactMatch links
in the linkset. It is identified with |L|;
• the linkset coverage, which returns the proportion of concepts in the subject the|L|
.
saurus involved in the linkset. It is formally defined as CovL (SL , L) = |C(S
L )|
3.2. Cross-walking measures
The cross-walking measures evaluate the linkset quality considering the quantity and kind
of new information reached in the object thesaurus navigating the linkset. Firstly, this paper
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Table 1. Basic formal definitions

Symbols
(s, p, o) ∈ (RDFRiri∪BNode)×RDFProp×(RDFRiri∪
BNode ∪ RDFLit)

SL
Sl
OL
Ol
C(T )
SKOSRel
={skos:broader,
skos:related,
skos:narrower}
SKOSLabel
={skos:prefLabel,
skos:altLabel,
skos:hiddenLabel}
L ={(s, skos:exactMatch, o)|s ∈ C(SL ), o ∈ C(OL )}

LO ={o ∈ OL |(s, skos:exactMatch, o) ∈ L}
val4PT (c, p, ln)

RC(k,SR,LO ,OL )

Definition
an RDF triple where s, p, o are RDF terms, respectively the subject, the property and the object. RDFRiri is the set of RDF resources denoted by an IRI,
BNode is the set of blank nodes, and RDFLit is the set
of RDF literals. RDFProp represents the set of RDF
properties
the linkset subject thesaurus, which is the set of triples
contained in the subject thesaurus of the linkset L
the subject concept of a link l
the linkset object thesaurus, which is the set of triples
contained in the object thesaurus of the linkset L
the object concept of a link l
the SKOS concepts defined in a thesaurus T
the set of SKOS properties connecting SKOS concepts in a thesaurus
the set of RDF properties connecting concepts to lexical labels
the linkset, which is the set of triples connecting
a subject thesaurus SL to object thesaurus OL by
skos:exactMatch
the set of objects in the linkset
the set of lexical labels in a thesaurus T which
are in a language ln and are associated to a
concept c by a SKOSLabel property p. The
language parameter ln is specified by using the
standard ISO language tags or the symbol _ to
indicate the whole set of ISO languages. Examples: Considering Figure 1, for the link l2 ,
val4POl2 (y3 ,skos:prefLabel,en)={Dog@en},
whilst
val4PSl2 (x3 ,skos:prefLabel,_)
={Dog@en, Perro@es}, since in the latter there is no
constraint on the language tag.
the set of concepts in the object thesaurus (OL )
reachable by the concepts in LO , through the relations in SR ⊆ SKOSRel, in some hops
≤ k. Example: Considering Figure 1, a number
of hop k equal to 2 and SR={skos:broader},
RC(2,{skos:broader}, Lo , OL )= {y1 , y3 , y5 ,
y6 , y7 }.

refers to average linkset importing and the average linkset reachability (Albertoni et al.,
2016) to evaluate the average number of new information accessed navigating each link
of the linkset. However, these measures do not evaluate how such as information enrich
the subject thesaurus. Thus, this paper defines two new measures: the lexical enrichment
and the browsing space enrichment, which evaluate how significant is the impact of the
new information on the subject thesaurus. For example, "one new skos:prefLabel in
English for each concept in the subject thesaurus" should be considered more impacting
than "one new skos:prefLabel in English every ten concepts". The cross-walking
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measures are deployed to evaluate the improvements brought by traversing a linkset. In
particular, the average linkset importing and lexical enrichment evaluate the multilingual
gain, that is, the number of newly translated labels reached and the impact that they have
on the subject. While the average linkset reachability and the browsing space enrichment
evaluate the number of new concepts reached and how these concepts widen the set of
concepts already available in the subject thesaurus.
All these cross-walking measures require the correctness and completeness of linksets.
Otherwise, these measures might consider duplicated information which leads to imprecise
results. Correctness and completeness are reasonable assumptions: (i) currently, all applications consuming Linked Data implicitly assumes at least correctness (trusting on publisher
reliability); (ii) tools like SILK[12] and LIMES[13] help to reach these assumptions.
Definition 1. (Average linkset importing). Let ln be a particular ISO language tag or _
for indicating all ISO languages, and p ∈ SKOSLabel, l a link in L of the form (cSl ,
skos:exactMatch, cOl ). The average linkset importing is defined as follows:
1 X
|val4POl (cOl ,p,ln) \val4PSl (cSl ,p,ln)|
ALIL (p, ln) =
|L|
l∈L

It evaluates the average number of new preferred labels or alternative labels (depending
on which SKOSLabel property is indicated as p) brought by each link traversed in the
linkset L.
Example 3.1. Considering the thesauri SL , OL , the linkset L in Figure 1, the links
l2 , l3 , l4 import one new Italian skos:prefLabel each (respectively, “Cane@it”,
“Cane Pastore@it”, “Cane da Guardia@it”), whilst l1 does not import any label. In fact,
ALIL (skos:prefLabel, it)= 41 ∗ (0 + 1 + 1 + 1)= 43 =0.75, which means that three new
Italian translations for skos:prefLabel are reachable every four links.
Disregarding the language of the imported preferred labels results in the same,
ALIL (skos:prefLabel, _)=0.75 : the aforementioned Italian skos:prefLabel are
the only that can be imported, as all the English skos:prefLabel which could be additionally imported from the links’ objects (i.e., “Dog@en” “Animal@en”) are already in
the links subjects.
Definition 2. (Average linkset reachability). Let SR ⊂ SKOSRel be the set of SKOS
relations considered relevant, and k the number of hops. The average linkset reachability
is defined as follows:
ALRL (SR,k) =

1
∗ |RC(k, SR, LO , OL ) \ LO |
|L|

It evaluates the average number of concepts reachable by cross-walking a link of the linkset
and exploring the object thesaurus OL until a certain depth, identified with the number of
hops. Concepts in the set LO are not counted.
Example 3.2. Considering the thesauri SL and OL , and the linkset L in Figure 1, y6 is the
only new node reached via skos:broader properties in two hops: y8 cannot be reached
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by the skos:broader, it could have been reached by its inverse, the skos:narrower,
but the inverse is not included in the considered properties, and all the remaining nodes are
equivalent to some node in the subject thesaurus as they are part of LO ={y1 , y3 , y5 , y7 }.
The ALR(SKOSrel, 2)= 14 ∗ |{y1 , y3 , y5 , y6 , y7 } \ {y1 , y3 , y5 , y7 }|= 41 ∗ |{y6 }|= 41 =0.25.
The 0.25 represents the average number per link of new concepts reachable, in 2 hops, in
the object thesaurus. This result means that one new concept is reachable every four links.
Definition 3. (Lexical terms enrichment). Let ln be an ISO language tag or _, and p ∈
SKOSLabel, l a link in L of the form (cSl , skos:exactMatch, cOl ). The lexical enrichment
for considering property p and language ln, through L, is defined as follows:

LTEL (p, ln) =

X
1
|val4POl (cOl ,p,ln) \ val4PSl (cSl ,p,ln)|
|C(SL )|
l∈L

It evaluates the number of new lexical values reached in the object thesaurus with
respect to the total concepts in the subject thesaurus, that is the average number of new
values for each concept in the subject thesaurus.
Example 3.3. Considering Figure 1, the new skos:preflabel in Italian reachable
in OL through the linkset are {cane@it, canepastore@it, canedaguardia@it}. While, the
number of concepts in the subject |C(SL )| is 5. Thus, LTEL (skos:preflabel,it) = 53
= 0.6 means three new skos:preflabel in Italian every five concepts in the subject.
Definition 4. (Browsing space enrichment). Let SR ⊂ SKOSRel be the set of SKOS
relations considered relevant, and k the number of hops. The browsing space enrichment is
defined as follows:
BSEL (SR,k) =

1
∗ |RC(k, SR, LO , OL ) \ LO |
|C(SL )|

It evaluates the number of new concepts reached in the object thesaurus in k hops compared
to the total number of concepts in the subject thesaurus.
Example 3.4. Considering Figure 1, y6 is the only node reached in 2 hops with
skos:broader properties, but the cardinality of concepts in SL is C(SL ) = 5. Thus,
BSEL (skos:broader,2) = 51 ∗ |{y1 , y3 , y5 , y6 , y7 } \ {y1 , y3 , y5 , y7 }|= 51 =0.2. The 0.2
represents the average number of new concepts available for each concept in the subject
thesaurus, that is one new concept every five concepts.
Two remarks help a deeper understanding of the measures: (i) the linkset coverage is
the multiplier which transforms the average linkset importing into the lexical term enrichment and the average linkset reachability into the browsing space enrichment. Although
this relation holds at algebraic level, it is worth to be noted to comprehend the nature and
the purpose of the measures. The multiplier switches the comparison base moving the assessment from the number of new imported labels /new reached concepts per link to the
actual impact they have on the linkset subject. (ii) the results of the cross-walking measures
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differ whether applied to a linkset or its inverse (i.e., the linkset obtained inverting the direction of the skos:exactMatch). That is due to links as l2 in Figure 1: l2 imports the
English skos:altLabel “cagnolino@it” from y3 whilst the inverse link of l2 does not
import any skos:altLabel. The quality of a linkset and the quality of its inverse are
unrelated for the cross-walking measures.
The cross-walking measures have been implemented in a research prototype developed
in JAVA. The prototype provides a command-line tool to assess the linkset quality, which
exploits the JENA framework to connect either to thesauri’s and linksets’ dumps or to their
SPARQL endpoint.
4. LusTRE: a case of study
The Linked Thesaurus fRamework for the Environment (LusTRE) (Albertoni et al., 2018)
is an interesting case study for the exploitation of Linked Data to support metadata compilation and information discovery. The framework is implemented in compliance with the
Linked Data principles. It provides a knowledge infrastructure of interlinked thesauri for
the Environment. The following components characterise LusTRE: (i) LusTRE Knowledge Infrastructure contains different environmental SKOS vocabularies and the linksets
among them, enabling the access as one virtual integrated Linked Data source. It is deployed on a Virtuoso server and accessible by SPARQL endpoint. (ii) LusTRE Exploitation Services is a set of end-user oriented web services with a REST interface. These
services allow exploiting the knowledge contained in the LusTRE knowledge infrastructure for improving client applications such as a metadata editor or a geodata portal. For
example, EUOSME[14] , QSPHERE[15] and the under development version of the INSPIRE
Geoportal[16] integrate the LusTRE web services. (iii) LusTRE Web Interface provides
a human-accessible interface to manually search and navigate the interlinked knowledge
infrastructure using textual or visual browsing. In particular, LusTRE Exploitation Services and Web Interface support the cross-walking among vocabularies. The cross-walking
allows automatically to navigate among matching concepts belonging to different linked
thesauri. It works beyond the scope and limitations of a single thesaurus, possibly enriching data at hand, and, thus, improving user satisfaction in data consuming process. LusTRE
includes the following SKOS thesauri: ThIST (34150 concepts, 2 languages), AGROVOC
(32310 concepts, 24 languages), EARTh (14350 concepts, 2 languages), EUROVOC (6883
concepts, 23 languages), GEMET (5223 concepts, 32 languages). Concerning linksets, it
provides the twenty skos:exactMatch linksets presented in Table 2. The table describes the pairs of thesauri involved and the cardinality of each linkset. Linksets are created by working out the transitive closure on existing skos:exactMatch and applying specific linkset discovery tasks to ensure linkset correctness. Every linkset discovery
task follows a two-steps process: firstly, SILK discovers new links, and then the link correctness is validated by domain experts. In particular, for the linksets between ThIST and
AGROVOC, ThIST and EUROVOC, ThIST and GEMET the experts have accepted in average the 99% of links discovered by SILK. Linkset completeness is reasonably ensured by
having applied different and not very restrictive matching functions during the discovery
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Table 2. Linksets in LusTRE.

Linkset Name
AGROVOCTOEARTh
AGROVOCTOEUROVOC
AGROVOCTOGEMET
AGROVOCTOThIST
EARThTOAGROVOC
EARThTOEUROVOC
EARThTOGEMET
EARThTOThIST
EUROVOCTOAGROVOC
EUROVOCTOEARTh
EUROVOCTOGEMET
EUROVOCTOThIST
GEMETTOAGROVOC
GEMETTOEARTh
GEMETTOEUROVOC
GEMETTOThIST
ThISTTOAGROVOC
ThISTTOEARTh
ThISTTOEUROVOC
ThISTTOGEMET

Subject Thesaurus
AGROVOC

EARTh

EUROVOC

GEMET

ThIST

Object Thesaurus
EARTh
EUROVOC
GEMET
ThIST
AGROVOC
EUROVOC
GEMET
ThIST
AGROVOC
EARTh
GEMET
ThIST
AGROVOC
EARTh
EUROVOC
ThIST
AGROVOC
EARTh
EUROVOC
GEMET

Linkset Cardinality
1438
1269
1188
1695
1438
1346
4365
1140
1269
1346
1683
733
1188
4365
1683
792
1695
1140
733
792

task. SKOS entailments have been materialised to support clients with limited processing
power. As a consequence of such materialisation and the skos:exactMatch symmetry,
reciprocal linksets (e.g., EARThTOGEMET and GEMETTOEARTh or EUROVOCTOAGROVOC and AGROVOCTOEUROVOC in Table 2) have the same links but inverted.
Concerning the quality of the subject and object thesauri, LusTRE directly involved the
developer of two thesauri (ThIST and EARTh), and it trusted in the producers of other
thesauri (e.g., AGROVOC, EUROVOC, GEMET). This choice has also been made considering that the focus of this paper is not the quality of datasets but the quality of linksets.
Moreover, in other contexts such as the LOD Cloud where the trust to producers cannot be
granted, the existing tools (e.g., qSKOS) can evaluate the quality of datasets.
5. Application and discussion
The measures described in Section 3 were applied to assess the quality of
skos:exactMatch linksets in LusTRE. The average linkset importing and lexical enrichment were applied considering skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel in different languages. While, the average linkset reachability and the browsing space enrichment
were applied navigating at most 4 hops traversing the SKOS relations skos:narrower,
skos:broader and skos:related. The application considered 4 hops (i.e., k=4)
since it was indicated by the eENVplus stakeholders as a reasonable number of steps to
search for the specialisation/generalisation of a particular SKOS term in a thesaurus.
This section illustrates the quality results according to two perspectives: the properties
of the quality measures and the quality of LusTRE’s linksets. The first perspective dis-
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Fig. 2. Results of the average linkset reachability and the average linkset importing for skos:prefLabel and
skos:altlabel compared with cardinality-based measures applied to LusTRE. The results are normalised
between 0 and 1.

Fig. 3. Results of the browsing space and lexical enrichment compared with cardinality-based measures applied
to LusTRE. The results are normalised between 0 and 1.
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cusses the relations and the differences among the quality measures. The second perspective presents the multilingual and browsing space’s improvement brought by the linksets
to the thesauri of LusTRE. In particular, Figure 2 and Figure 3 compare the cross-walking
measures with the cardinality-based measures. The measures are normalised between 0
and 1 to compare their behaviour. Figures 4 and 5 present the values of the cross-walking
measures applied to LusTRE without any normalisation.
[Property of Quality Measures]. The analysis of results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 highlights that all the measures have different behaviours. Figure 2 shows linksets having
high linkset cardinality and coverage but low average linkset importing and linkset lexical enrichment (e.g., GEMETTOEARTh), and linksets having low cardinality/coverage
but high average linkset importing (e.g., as for ThISTTOGEMET). Similar observations
can be taken out considering the browsing measures. Figure 3 shows linksets having
high linkset cardinality and coverage but low lexical and browsing enrichment (e.g.,
GEMETTOEARTh), and linksets exhibiting high lexical enrichment/browsing enrichment
but low linkset coverage (e.g., GEMETTOEUROVOC). Thus, to a high/low value for the
cardinality-based measures does not necessarily correspond a high/low value for crosswalking measures. Moreover, cardinality-based measures do not distinguish between multilingual and browsing space improvement. In fact, to the same linkset coverage or cardinality value might correspond distinct cross-walking measure values for preferred label,
alternative labels, and concepts (e.g., AGROVOCTOEUROVOC in Figure 2). The previous discrepancies suggest the inadequacy of cardinality-based measures to evaluate the
quantity and the impact of new information accessible by navigating the linkset and their
difficulties in distinguishing among distinct kinds of information.
Further considerations arise from the cross-walking measures definition and the results
shown in Figures 4 and 5.
• Average linkset measures are upper bounds for enrichment measures. As explained in 3.2, the enrichment measures can be obtained by multiplying the linkset
coverage by the average linkset measures. The linkset coverage ranges between 0
and 1, as no more than one skos:exactMatch link for each subject concept
is allowed, while the average linkset measure is positive, thus, the average linkset
measures are upper bounds for the enrichment measures. Indeed every histogram
in Figure 4 is higher than the correspondent histogram in Figure 5.
• Average linkset measures and enrichment linkset measures assess distinct qualities. Even if each average linkset measure can be turned into its enrichment counterpart by multiplying for coverage, similar values for the average linkset qualities
might correspond to quite distinct values for the enrichment measures. For example, considering AGROVOCTOEUROVOC and GEMETTOEUROVOC in Figure 4, the values of the skos:prefLabel-average importing are similar, about
25, whilst in Figure 5, their enrichment counterparts are very different: about 1.5
and about 9 respectively. In fact, depending on the number of subject concepts
involved in the linkset, a similar amount of imported lexical labels or reached
concepts per link can impact very differently on the subject thesaurus.
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Fig. 4. Results of the average linkset reachability and the average linkset importing for skos:prefLabel and
skos:altLabel applied to LusTRE.

Fig. 5. Results of the browsing space and the lexical enrichment for skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel
applied to LusTRE.
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[Quality of LusTRE’s linksets]. Multilingualism improvement and widening of the
browsing space. In Figures 4 and 5, at least one of the cross-walking measures is greater
than zero for each linkset. In particular, Figure 4 shows that every linkset brings some
value, either in term of new lexical labels or concepts, and Figure 5 shows that these new
information impact on the subject thesauri of the linksets. LusTRE is then the classical
situation in which "the union is strength": the joint use of linked thesauri provides a richer
multilingualism and browsing space than using them alone.
Multilingualism improvement. The analysis identifies the linksets which bring a significant average number of newly translated labels per link and those which are the most
impacting on the multilingualism of the subject thesaurus.
• Linksets which reach a regardable number of lexical labels per link. Figure 4
shows an exceptional average linkset importing of preferred labels for the linksets
ThISTTOGEMET and EARThTOGEMET, which respectively bring 29 and 28
new skos:prefLabel for each link. These values can be explained by recalling some characteristics of the linked thesauri. In particular, ThIST is a bilingual
thesaurus, EARTh is a bilingual thesaurus with a partial translation in Spanish,
and GEMET exhibits preferred labels in more than 30 languages, as a consequence, each link from ThIST and EARTh to GEMET can gain many translations.
Similar observations can be drawn for ThISTTOEUROVOC and EARThTOEUROVOC. The average linkset importing of skos:prefLabel for AGROVOCTOGEMET is also regardable: AGROVOC exhibits preferred labels in 23 languages, which only partially overlaps the languages exhibited by GEMET. Thus
the linkset AGROVOCTOGEMET reaches one translation for each of the not
overlapping languages.
Concerning skos:altLabel, the topmost average linkset importings are
for the linksets EARThTOEUROVOC, AGROVOCTOEUROVOC and GEMETTOEUROVOC. The fact that EUROVOC is the object thesaurus of all these topmost linksets suggests that EUROVOC is particularly rich of alternative labels.
Figure 4 shows other six linksets (i.e., AGROVOCTOEUROVOC, EARThTOAGROVOC, EUROVOCTOAGROVOC, EUROVOCTOGEMET, GEMETTOAGROVOC, ThISTTOAGROVOC) that import a regardable number of preferred
or alternative labels (≥ 8).
• Linksets which improve the multilingualism of the subject thesauri. A good average linkset importing implies that a relevant number of new lexical values are
reached per link, but it does not necessarily entail an impact on the subject thesaurus multilingualism. For instance, in Figure 4, EARThTOGEMET and ThISTTOGEMET have good linkset importing values, but their lexical enrichments differ in Figure 5: it is very high for EARThTOGEMET (9 new skos:prefLabel
per concept) while it is lower for ThISTTOGEMET (less than 1 new preferred label per concept). Nonetheless, a lexical term enrichment equal to 1 implies that
the linkset has reached as many translations as the number of concepts in the
subject thesaurus. In reason of that, this paper considers as impacting any lexi-
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cal term enrichment equal or higher than 1. EARThTOGEMET and EUROVOCTOGEMET are the two topmost impacting linksets for skos:prefLabel
with values close to 9 and 2.5, respectively. GEMETTOEUROVOC is the topmost impacting linkset for skos:altLabel with a lexical term enrichment
value higher than 8. EARThTOAGROVOC, EARThTOEUROVOC, EUROVOCTOAGROVOC, GEMETTOAGROVOC, GEMETTOAGROVOC impact on both
skos:prefLabel and skos:altLabel of their subject thesauri exhibiting
lexical term enrichment values equal or higher than 1.
• Linksets which poorly improve lexical labels. Figure 4 shows a poor improvement brought by the linksets AGROVOCTOEARTh, AGROVOCTOThIST, EARThTOThIST, EUROVOCTOEARTh, EUROVOCTOThIST, GEMETTOEARTh, GEMETTOThIST, ThISTTOEARTh. These linksets poorly behave
also in Figure 5 for the lexical enrichment measure. The object thesauri are
EARTh and ThIST which provide a quite limited number of languages. Nonetheless, all the thesauri except ThIST improve their multilingualism either in terms
of skos:preflabel or skos:altlabel, as they are subject datasets in at
least one linkset with lexical term enrichment close or greater to 1.
Thesaurus browsing space widening. The following analysis identifies the linksets which
bring a significant average number of new concepts per links and the most impacting on
the subject browsing space.
• Linksets which reach a significant number of concepts. Figure 4 shows that
the linksets EUROVOCTOThIST and GEMETTOThIST reach in average more
than 20 new concepts per link, which is a very significant value. Other linksets
with a notable average reachability, between 10 and 20, are AGROVOCTOThIST, EARThTOAGROVOC, EARThTOThIST, ThISTTOAGROVOC. The linksets AGROVOCTOEARTh, EUROVOCTOEARTh, ThISTTOEARTh, ThISTTOGEMET reach in average between 5 and 7 new concepts per link.
• Linksets which significantly improve the browsing space of their subject thesauri.
Figure 5 shows that EARTh, EUROVOC and GEMET significantly increase their
browsing spaces. In particular, considering the maximum browsing space enrichment for each subject thesaurus, EARTh duplicates the number of its concepts
by traversing the linkset EARThTOAGROVOC whose browsing space enrichment is equal to 1; EUROVOC triplicates the number of its concepts by traversing the linksets EUROVOCTOAGROVOC or EUROVOCTOThIST whose browsing space enrichment is higher than 2; GEMET quadruplicates the number of its
concepts by traversing the linksets GEMETTOAGROVOC or GEMETTOThIST
whose browsing space enrichment is higher than 3.
• Linksets which poorly improve the browsing space of their subject thesauri. Considering Figures 5, the AGROVOC and ThIST exhibit a limited browsing space
improvement: it is minor than 0.5 for each of the linksets where they are subject
thesauri. Such as a little impact on AGROVOC and ThIST is due to a very limited
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linkset coverage; Figure 3 shows that linksets having AGROVOC and ThIST as
linkset subject have the lowest linkset coverage.
Summarising the discussion, cross-walking measures can evaluate information not yet
considered by cardinality-based measures and they might serve to deepen the linkset quality
analysis. Cross-walking measures allow evaluating the advantage in term of multilingualism and browsing space, distinguishing the number of information reached via linkset from
the overall impact on the subject thesaurus.
The analysis shows that a regardable amount of lexical labels and concepts are reached
via the LusTRE linksets. Thus, services and data consumers can usefully exploit the crosswalking features provided by LusTRE.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
The paper presents an approach for evaluating the quality of skos:exactMatch linksets among SKOS thesauri. It defines two new measures: the lexical term enrichment and
the browsing space enrichment. These measures together with our previously defined average linkset importing and average linkset reachability evaluate the kind and the quantity
of information accessed cross-walking the linkset. The paper compares these measures
with the cardinality-based measures (linkset coverage and cardinality). All the considered
measures are applied to the skos:exactMatch linksets available in LusTRE. The results show the measures complementarity: each measure evaluates a particular aspect of
the linkset quality. The cross-walking measures can evaluate the improvements brought by
the skos:exactMatch linksets on multilingualism and concept browsing space. The
results show that the efforts spent in the creation of LusTRE linksets are paid off: the joint
use of linked thesauri provide a richer multilingualism and browsing space then using the
thesauri alone. Future works will extend the measures considering other kinds of linksets
(e.g., skos:relatedMatch and skos:broaderMatch linksets); they will encode
the quality results according to the DQV, and they will apply the proposed measures “into
the wild” considering the whole set of SKOS linksets exposed in the LOD Cloud.
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